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Message from the Headmistress 

School of India celebrated its mega event of the year – The 
Annual Day – Punyakoti on 23rd January, 2015.  It was a 
spectacular event which left each and every person in the 
audience enthralled.  The students put up a brilliant show.  The 
most incredible achievement of the students of SOI is the fact 
that they rehearsed the dance drama for 11 working days for 2 
hours each day and the song for 3 days, 30 minutes each day! 

 
Every child is a piece of blank paper where every person leaves 
a mark.  If this is true, some of us are leaving a mural - a 
glorious inspiring tapestry of hope.  Children are very talented; 
we just have to believe in them.  They are programmed to take 
risk.  The learning process requires that a child challenges 
himself intellectually and physically in order to grow normally.  
When children’s behaviour changes, our responses need to 
change too. Understanding and responding positively to 
developmental changes can help teachers and care givers to 
enjoy the changes, adapt to them and also have realistic 
expectation from children.  Each child is unique and will 
respond differently to each situation.       
 

School of India encourages talent in every form to be identified 
and nurtured.  My heartfelt gratitude to all the parents who 
graced the occasion.  My sincere thanks to Mr. Hemant, Mr. 
Sam, Ms Krishna Kothari, and Mr. Ravi Nanda  for their 
unstinted efforts to make the program a big success.    

Kindly visit the SCHOOL OF INDIA page on FACEBOOK. 
Regards 

Shyamashree Chatterjee  

 

Highlights of the Month 

 Sankaranti 
Celebration. 

 Annual Day. 
 Republic Day. 

 

 

  

We are what our 
thoughts have made 

us; so take care about 
what you think.  Words 

are secondary.  
Thoughts live; they 

travel far. 

-Swami Vivekananda 
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 The Constitution of India was handwritten and calligraphed in both 
English and Hindi, not typeset or printed.  The original copies are 
kept in special helium-filled cases in the Library of the Parliament of 
India. 

284 members of the Constituent Assembly (which included 15 
women) signed the hand-written documents on January 24, 1950 
and it came into force on January 26 the same year. 

It was raining outside the Parliament on the day the Constitution 
was signed, and it was considered a good omen by the people who 
signed it. 

The Constituent Assembly took almost three years (two years, eleven 
months and seventeen days to be precise) to draft the Indian 
Constitution after the Drafting Committee submitted it to them. 

 Our constitution is the longest in the world, with 44 articles, 12 
schedules and 94 amendments. The American constitution is the 
shortest. The earliest form of a constitution in the world was found 
in Iraq to be dated 2300 B.C 

The Indian constitution is often called a bag of borrowings—it has 
taken various features and parts from other constitutions. The 
national emblem of India (the adapted version of Sarnath Lion 
Capital of Ashoka with the wheel, bull, and horse) was adopted by 
the Government on 26 January, 1950. 

In 62 years, India’s constitution has been hailed as one of the world’s 
best constitution especially since it has only seen 94 amendments. 

The hymn “Abide with Me” is played on Republic day as it was 
Mahatma Gandhi’s favorite songs. 

 Republic Day is celebrated for 3 days, with the Beating the Retreat 

marking the end of celebrations on January 29. 
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The concept of the colour ‘PURPLE’ was introduced through an exhibition of 

purple coloured objects. 
  

What a wonderful way to learn through hands on activities ! 

Children enjoyed the festival of ‘SANKARANTI’ with sugar canes, ‘yellu’     
and kite flying.  
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 Students enjoyed practicing 
for the annual day.    

Students enjoyed 
practising for the 
annual day. Kudos 
to them for their 
brilliant 
performance!      
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Republic day was celebrated with the hoisting of the National Flag, singing the National 
Anthem, speech on importance of the day, brief on  bravery awards,  patriotic song  by teachers 

and children. 


